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PREFACE
This is the first time in the history of the United States that our federal, state, and local
governments have been occupied by a foreign government and their allies. The Chinese
Communist Party is now in control of many of the federal, state and local governments
within the United States.
Today, every American is faced with a choice. We can either unite as the Counterinsurgency
to save our country, or we can choose to live under Chinese Communist Party tyranny for the
rest of our lives and our future generations lives. In my opinion, any American, civilian or
military, who in any way aids the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation is committing
treason and should be prosecuted.3
It is important that we use the correct legal military terminology. The US military must follow
the written military law. If anyone in the US military breaks military law, they will face legal
repercussions and possibly the penalty of death. As civilians living in an occupation, just
using the wrong terms could get us tried for treason. Memorize these terms, your family’s
freedoms will depend on it.
INSURGENCY
For decades, the Chinese Communist Party and its allies have systematically inserted working
spies into important positions in our federal, state and local governments. These are called
the insurgency.
INSURGENT
One of these Chinese Communist Party’s working spies.
UNLAWFUL COMBATANTS
This is a legal term for the Chinese Communist Party spies that were inserted into our federal,
state and local governments. Using the term “unlawful combatants,” means that they have
no prisoner of war rights under military law because they were not in military uniforms and
armed.
OCCUPATION
Under military law, an occupation occurs when an insurgency has finally taken control of our
federal, state, and local governments. This happened as the Chinese Communist Party
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hacked our voting systems and inserted their unlawful combatants into positions of power in
our federal, state and local US governments.4
ORIGINAL SOVEREIGN GOVERNMENT
The original sovereign governments are the original governments without the Chinese
Communist Party’s insurgents.5,6
MILITARY TRIBUNALS
These are military courts that are equipped and trained to prosecute insurgents as unlawful
combatants.
COUNTERINSURGENCY
Those civilians and military who are working to restore the original sovereign governments.
COUNTERINSURGENT
One person working to restore the original sovereign governments.
OCCUPATION’S NARRATIVE
The narrative is what motivations drive the combined occupation to do what they do. In the
occupation of the United States’ governments we have a criminal enterprise composed of
the criminal Chinese Communist Party, the criminal Russian government, the criminal Iranian
government, various criminal individuals of the deep state, various criminal corporations, and
various criminal syndicates. The counterinsurgency book says that occupations by criminal
enterprises do not care about saving the people or the government. All they care about is
how much they can steal from the occupied country.7 That’s why we see trillions of dollars in
spending legislation being directed into the criminal’s pockets, yet the bills are promoted as
aid to the people.
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Under military law, the occupation becomes the official government of the nation if it is
accepted by 51% of the people. That is why millions of counterinsurgents must take the time
to write to the US military and ask for their help. We must show the US military that we will
never accept the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation.
In this occupation, the military is required, under the Laws of War, to notify the public and
other nations that there is an occupation and the extent of the occupation.8 As the
counterinsurgency, we have a legal right under military law to ask the US military for their
help. The US military is directed to form relationships with the counterinsurgency and build
trust, all the way down to the village and neighborhood level.9
Right now there is no direct line of communication between the US military and the
counterinsurgency. So we must write letters to the commanders of the military, asking for
their help. We must use the correct terminology or our simple requests could be
misinterpreted.
So what kind of help do we need?
★ We can ask the US military for help all the way down to the local neighborhood level
with election audits by professionals within the military. Professional audits are costly.
Yet the Chinese Communist Party has insurgents, foreign and domestic, controlling
the election computers in every county in the United States. Every county must be
audited.
★ We can ask for the US military to stop the trillions of fake US digital dollars that the
Chinese Communist Party wires into our country to fund their insurgency and fund
their occupation.10 The civilian counterinsurgency can’t fix the elections as long as
trillions of fake US digital dollars are paying off the Chinese Communist Party’s
insurgents in our election system and in our governments. This can easily be done by
tracking every digital dollar that is legitimately created by the US Treasury with our 113
supercomputers.
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★ We can request that the US military cyber-warriors defend us against the Chinese
Communist Party’s cyber-terrorists who are destroying our free speech and our
elections. The Chinese Communist Party must destroy the internet’s freedom of
speech worldwide if it is to maintain its occupation of US governments.
★ We can ask the military to massively increase our numbers of cyber-defenders
because the cyber-terrorists outnumber them 10 to 1.
★ We can request the military’s proof that the Chinese Communist Party created the
COVID-19 virus in a Wuhan biological weapons laboratory and released it to the world
as an attack on US citizens. It was created to destroy the booming Trump economy.11
★ With proof, we can request that the US military arrest and prosecute, in military
tribunals, the Chinese Communist Party’s insurgents.
★ We can request the unredacted immigration records of Kamala Harris and her parents.
The Chinese Communist Party’s insurgents knew that Kamala Harris was not allowed
to be on the Presidential / VP ballot, so they redacted her family’s immigration
records. She does not meet the requirements in the US Constitution to be President
or VP. She is not a “natural born citizen.” A natural born citizen is a child born in the
United States of two US citizen parents. Neither of her parents were US citizens at
the time of her birth.
★ Ask for the military records that document human trafficking and pedophilia, proving
which insurgents were involved.
★ Ask for the military records on the election fraud that goes back to the turn of the
century. If they have proof, we need it.
The list goes on and on. Please understand that our US military wants to help, but they need
millions of written requests for help from the Counterinsurgency. Millions of requests from
the counterinsurgency proves that the Chinese Communist Party’s criminal occupation is a
criminal act under military law that the majority of people do not want. Then the military
must act. They can't act if they receive just a few requests for help. They must receive
millions of requests for help. Every American must write in and repeat their requests often.
Department of Defense, “Law of War Manual,” December 2016, Section 6.3
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Respectfully, repeat your request and add new requests for help often. If there is no answer,
repeat the letter worded differently with legal military terms. Always use the correct
terminology and clearly identify yourself with your voting address and your contact
information.
Keep your letters short and to the point. Be respectful, courteous and complimentary. These
are lifetime professional military officers who have dedicated their lives to defending and
protecting us.
Remember, if you don’t write to them, the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation will
become permanent. Your family will lose its freedoms. Just like in China, you will be told
what job to do, where to live, and what you will be paid. You will be arrested if you say
anything negative about the Chinese Communist Party’s criminal occupation of our
governments.
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Here are the names and addresses of nine people in the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Write to all nine
of them each time that you ask for help. Repeat your letters often.
Office of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff
General Mark A. Milley
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999

General James C. McConville
Army Chief of Staff
200 Army Pentagon
Washington, DC 20310-0200

General David H. Berger
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Headquarters, US Marine Corps
3000 Marine Corps, Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350-3000

Admiral Michael Gilday
Chief of Naval Operations
2000 Navy Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350-2000

General Charles Q. Brown Jr.
Air Force Chief of Staff
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330-1670

General John W. Raymond
Chief of Space Operations
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon, Room
2D932
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999

Chief of National Guard Bureau
General Daniel R. Hokanson
1636 Defense Pentagon Ste 1E169
Washington, DC 20301-0001

General John E. Hyten
Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon
Washington, DC 20318-9999

Senior Enlisted Advisor
SEAC Ramon Colon-Lopez
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon, Room
2D932
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999
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Chapter 1: THE US OCCUPATION BY THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY
I never thought that I would live to see our federal, state and local governments overthrown
by a foreign government, but that day is at hand. Here are some definitions of keywords that
are important to understand this new form of warfare.
★ An insurgency12 is a criminal activity designed to overthrow the sovereign

government,13 14 which is the legal, current government.
★ When the sovereign government is overthrown, and the new regime’s puppets are
finally in control, then it is called an occupation.15
★ The effort to put the original sovereign regime back in control of the government, is
called a counterinsurgency.16
★ The 80 million Trump supporters, who know the 2020 election was fraud, are called
the civilian counterinsurgency.
★ The combined counterinsurgency is the union of the original sovereign government,
the US military, and the civilian counterinsurgency, all working as one unit.
For decades, the Chinese Communist Party has executed a planned insurgency to overthrow
our federal, state and local governments. This insurgency became a complete occupation
when the Chinese Communist Party used computers in China to change US votes on
November 3, 2020.17 They changed the votes from our sovereign government’s
administration, to Chinese Communist Party puppets who are now controlling our
The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s “Counterinsurgency Manual,” Validated April 30, 2021, page ix,
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governments.18 We now have a completed Chinese Communist Party occupation of the
United States federal, state and local governments.19
Following Sun Tzu’s Art of War, the Chinese Communist Party wants our combined
counterinsurgency to believe that they are weak where they are the strongest, and strongest
where they are weakest. They believe they will occupy our country, without a war.
The Chinese Communist Party wants to look strong where they are the weakest and weak
where they are the strongest. Why would the Chinese Communist Party suddenly try to
overthrow Taiwan? The answer is simple. Taiwan is by far the best military computer chip
manufacturer in the entire world and the Chinese Communist Party wasn’t able to steal, or
copy Taiwan’s manufacturing of military computer chips. Fake sword rattling over Taiwan is a
distraction to hide the Communist Party’s true strength, which is the occupation of the US
mainland.
The Chinese Communist Party has deployed military cyber-terrorists to spy on and destroy
the United States. Adding up the number of possible military cyber-terrorists in China,
Russia, North Korea, and Iran, who are allies and were involved in hacking our American
elections, they have over 20 million military personnel as potential cyber-terrorists. This is
where the Chinese Communist Party knew they were the strongest.
The United States only has 2.3 million total military personnel to fight off the 20 million
potential cyber-terrorists who attacked the United States. Thus, China has a ten-to-one
advantage in cyber-terrorists over the United States’ cyber-defense teams. The Chinese
Communist Party knows that cyber-terrorism is the method that will enable them to defeat
and destroy the United States from within.
The Department of Defense’s LAW OF WAR MANUAL authorizes the US military to act in an
occupation and to restore the original sovereign authority.20
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The US Joint Chiefs of Staff’s COUNTERINSURGENCY Manual is the guide for both the US
military and civilians, on how to effectively return the Sovereign Authority with minimal
damage to governments, civilians, and the economy.21
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CHAPTER 2: THE MINDSET OF A COUNTERINSURGENCY
It is very important that the combined counterinsurgency understand this is a war unlike any
war ever fought on American soil. Currently, this war is not a kinetic war, it is a war without a
single shot being fired. Our winning this war depends on an incredibly close working
relationship between the civilian counterinsurgency, the original sovereign administration,
and the United States military. Together, this makes up the combined counterinsurgency.
If we are to win this war, it will depend upon the combined counterinsurgency’s “love, unity
and hope, under God.” The mindset of the combined counterinsurgency is dedicated to
preserving the governments, the civilians, and the infrastructure. The combined
counterinsurgency wants to fix and restore a broken government. Only the US Space Force
can stop the satellite cyber-terrorist attack on the American people. The United States
military is charged with removing the Chinese Communist Party’s insurgents. Removing and
prosecuting the insurgents will not be done until our broken local, state, and federal
governments are fixed; otherwise, as history has shown, the Chinese Communist Party’s
occupation will soon return.
Our broken federal government is currently controlled by a combination of criminals and
traitors. They join together as dangerous insurgents who have no respect for our laws, our
courts, our way of life, our rights, or our lives. They use every criminal tool at their disposal,
including sending out thugs, blackmail, entrapping people in pedophilia, crimes against
humanity, and other heinous sins. Not only that, but they also use bribery, theft, funding
ANTIFA riots, funding BLM riots, murder, and creating false flags like the one at the US
Capitol Building on January 6th.
The combined counterinsurgency must follow the law and put the criminal insurgents behind
bars. The combined counterinsurgency must always be on the lookout for insurgents funding
false flags. When any false flag information becomes available to the military, it must
immediately be shared with the entire combined counterinsurgency. Not being proactive in
preventing the insurgent’s false flag on January 6th was a serious mistake. Again, the civilian
counterinsurgency did not have the military’s intelligence. We need the constant feedback
and help of military intelligence in a continual flow and exchange of information.
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Now that the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation is proven under the Department of
Defense’s Law of War Manual, 22 the civilian counterinsurgency and the US military must work
together. The proof of the election fraud, as originally found by the US military, is now being
made available to the civilian counterinsurgency through the documentaries like, “Absolute
Interference.” 23
The counterinsurgency war is official. The Chinese Communist Party’s occupation is illegal
under the rules of the Department of Defense’s LAW OF WAR MANUAL.24 In my opinion, if
anyone in the military, or any civilian, aids the occupation in any way, then they should be
prosecuted for treason against the United States.25 Any aid includes the fake news, stopping
freedom of speech, taking the fake Chinese Communist Party’s money, fake impeachments,
fake executive orders, or military noncompliance with the Law of War Manual.
As shown in our first chapter, there is the likely potential that there are at least 10 times the
number of Chinese Communist Party’s military cyber-terrorists as there are US military
cyber-defenders. We will lose this war if these odds are not corrected. We must massively
increase the number and training of our US military’s cyber-warriors. There is no reason to
believe this can be accomplished during the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation.
The combined counterinsurgency wants to:
★ stabilize our country,
★ keep our federal state and local governments functioning,
★ keep our infrastructure and utilities intact,
★ build up our military so that it has the manpower and training to defeat the Chinese
Communist Party’s military cyber-terrorists.
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To accomplish all of these, we must restore all of our nation’s original sovereign federal, state
and local governments.
In my opinion, only former President Trump, and his administration, can build our military
strong enough to withstand, and defeat, the Chinese Communist Party’s cyber-terrorists.
Only former President Trump, and his administration, can stop the Chinese Communist
Party’s digital counterfeiting attack on our United States using our 113 supercomputers.
Former President Trump is the only one who has the standing to fix our presidential elections
in the US Supreme Court.
The US Joint Chiefs of Staff’s COUNTERINSURGENCY 26 Manual was written by the “Joint
Chiefs of Staff who have the responsibility to mount the US military’s aid for the civilian
counterinsurgency. To refuse to help the Counterinsurgency is aiding the Chinese
Communist Party’s occupation and could be considered treason.
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Each of us must write a short letter, asking each of the military branches below for the help
we need to restore our former sovereign US governments. If we don’t show that 51% of the
people want our sovereign governments returned from the Chinese Communist Party
occupation, then the US military commanders must accept that 51% of the people want the
Chinese Communist Party occupation.
Office of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff
General Mark A. Milley
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999

General James C. McConville
Army Chief of Staff
200 Army Pentagon
Washington, DC 20310-0200

General David H. Berger
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Headquarters, US Marine Corps
3000 Marine Corps, Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350-3000

Admiral Michael Gilday
Chief of Naval Operations
2000 Navy Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350-2000

General Charles Q. Brown Jr.
Air Force Chief of Staff
1670 Air Force Pentagon
Washington, DC 20330-1670

General John W. Raymond
Chief of Space Operations
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon, Room
2D932
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999

Chief of National Guard Bureau
General Daniel R. Hokanson
1636 Defense Pentagon Ste 1E169
Washington, DC 20301-0001

General John E. Hyten
Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon
Washington, DC 20318-9999

Senior Enlisted Advisor
SEAC Ramon Colon-Lopez
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon, Room
2D932
Washington, D.C. 20318-9999
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CHAPTER 3: TRUST THE PLAN
The counterinsurgency plan was in the making for at least 5 decades, and it was always
hidden in plain sight. Two manuals are very important in countering the occupation of the
US governments by the Chinese Communist Party. The manuals are:
1. The Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual 27 (LOW) 1,236 pages
2. The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Counterinsurgency Manual 28 (COIN) 242 pages

All military personnel must obey the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual.29 It
specifies that an occupation is an illegal act. It also says that no United States military
personnel can follow illegal orders. Anyone in the US military, who follows orders from the
illegal Chinese Communist Party occupation, may even be considered guilty of treason. So
under the law, all US military personnel must work to reestablish the illegally removed
sovereign governments.
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Counterinsurgency Manual 30 is a fantastic plan for both the US
military personnel and the people who are the civilian counterinsurgency. They are to work
together to restore the original sovereign authority. It is cooperation between the old
sovereign government, the US military, and the civilian counterinsurgency.
The most common question that the counterinsurgency is asking is, “When is the military
going to arrest, and hold military tribunals for the criminal occupiers for their treason?” The
truthful answer is, “Maybe never.” The US military’s role is to understand, work with, and in all
ways possible, support the local civilian counterinsurgency. Under the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s
Counterinsurgency Manual, the US military is ordered to simply ignore the Chinese
Communist Party’s occupation until the governments are stabilized.31 The US military will
work with the civilian counterinsurgency to stabilize and fix the sovereign government. But
the US military learned in prior counterinsurgencies that if the government is not fixed first,
then the previous occupation will soon return.
So this is a different mindset for both the military and the civilians. This is a new form of
cooperation. This is a new form of love, unity and hope between the US military and the
civilians, under God. Together, we are the combined counterinsurgency. Together, we will
stabilize the occupied governments and keep them functioning.
The biggest threat to God’s United States is the funding of the Chinese Communist Party’s
occupation of American governments with fake US digital dollars.32 These fake US digital
dollars, were created out of thin air by being wired into the United States, directly to the
Chinese Communist Party’s insurgents, without their bank having any real US dollars to back
up the wire transfers. These fake US digital dollars were used to fund politicians, fund judges,
fund election machine fraud, fund fake political advertising, fund poll workers, fund
blackmail, fund media, fund our schools, to take our guns, and to destroy our freedom of
speech. When we stop the enemy’s fake US digital dollars from entering our country, we
stop the insurgency in its tracks. This can easily be done with our 113 supercomputers
tracking every digital dollar that is created by the US Treasury. The rest of the digital dollars
are counterfeit.
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Our country, as God’s beacon on the hill, will come to realize that another threat was the
Chinese Communist Party’s biological weapon that was manufactured in a Wuhan
bioweapons laboratory. This biological weapon was released to cripple the booming Trump
economy right before the 2020 elections. The Chinese Communist Party’s biological
weapon was used to justify the mail-in election fraud with hundreds of thousands of fake
mail-in ballots that were mainly printed in China. The Chinese Communist Party must be
held accountable for this biological weapon being released on the entire world, killing people
and crippling the world’s economy.33 They are responsible for repaying all the countries that
were harmed by their illegal biological warfare, their illegal fake digital dollars, their election
fraud, and the harm caused by their occupation.34
Today the Chinese Communist Party is trying to bring in their NEW WORLD ORDER, which is
to save the world’s economies with their fake digital yuan and fake digital US dollars. The
Chinese Communist Party’s NEW WORLD ORDER consists of their buying up the world’s
energy sources and natural resources with this fake money. Their goal is to control the world
through their fake digital yuan and their fake digital US dollars, which are all created out of
thin air.
There were no bullets fired when the Chinese Communist Party occupied the governments
within the United States. Just like there will be no bullets fired as the Chinese Communist
Party experiences its “end of occupation” as described in the Department of Defense’s Law
of War Manual.35
This will be a peaceful, law-abiding transition from the Chinese Communist Party’s illegal
occupation back to the original governments of the United States. When the US military, the
prior sovereign governments, and the 80 million Trump supporters combine as one cohesive
force, no illegal occupation could ever stand against us.
These criminals, who occupied our governments, can’t harm the combined
counterinsurgency with criminal laws. Their criminal laws, created under the Chinese
Communist Party’s illegal occupation, will be null and void because it was an illegal
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occupation. Together, the counterinsurgency will fix the governments within the United
States so that no occupation could ever happen again in the United States. Under the
Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual,36 the Chinese Communist Party will be forced
to make reparations for their biological terrorism,37 their cyber-terrorism, and their
counterfeiting terrorism on the world. Their fake digital US dollars and fake digital yuan will
be legally confiscated by the invaded countries, returning the property the Chinese
Communist Party bought with their fake digital money to the people and governments.
The Chinese Communist Party claims to have bought up control of the Panama Canal along
with millions of acres of land within the United States with their fake digital US dollars. Bill
and Melinda Gates are currently the largest farm landowners in the United States.38 Bill and
Melinda Gates have aided the Chinese Communist Party’s New World Order for decades,
promoting this occupation and profiting from it. This can all be confiscated, under
international law and the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual,39 by the original
countries who suffered losses from their biological terrorism,40 their cyber-terrorism, and
their counterfeiting terrorism of fake digital yuan and fake digital US dollars.
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CHAPTER 4: THE PLAN MUST BE PRIORITIZED
According to the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Counterinsurgency Manual, 41 THE PLAN for civilians
must be prioritized by those things of the greatest importance to stop the Chinese
Communist Party’s recurring occupation. For example, if you don’t stop the Chinese
Communist Party’s fake digital US dollars, and their fake digital yuan, from entering our
country, then the insurgency will soon return. Next time, it will be funded by at least ten
times the amount of fake US digital dollars and fake digital yuan. We saw this happen in our
elections with 20 times the amount of fake digital dollars directed to their insurgent
politicians. Yet, just like the original insurgency, this new attack won’t cost the Chinese
Communist Party one thin dime. Stopping the flow of fake US digital dollars and fake digital
yuan must become our first and highest priority.
Realize that the Chinese Communist Party’s one and only bank is now bankrupt. It can not be
audited by any foreign country. It is illegal for anyone to audit a bank in another country.
That is why the Chinese Communist Party is so dependent upon creating fake digital US
dollars and the fake digital yuan to fund their New World Order.
We saw this flood of fake digital US dollars in the 2020 South Carolina US Senate race. The
most money ever spent by any Federal Senate candidate in South Carolina was $6 million
dollars. Yet the CCP funneled over $150 million fake US digital dollars to an absolutely
unknown Democrat who never held a public office in his life. The Chinese Communist Party
increased their fake US digital dollar funding by 25 times the highest amount that could be
raised in South Carolina. They thought the unknown Democrat had won the election, but
they did not count on facing the combined counterinsurgency in South Carolina. The
counterinsurgency’s combined forces defeated the fake digital US dollars from the Chinese
Communist Party.
If we don’t stop the flow of fake digital dollars from the Chinese Communist Party, then the
next Federal Senate election in South Carolina will be funded by at least ten times the
original amount. In 2022, Senator Tim Scott will be up for re-election in South Carolina and
the Chinese Communist Party will likely wire into the US $1.5 Billion fake digital dollars, not a
measly $150 Million. Yet it won’t cost the Chinese Communist Party one thin dime, just like
the 2020 SC Federal Senate race didn’t cost them a dime. If we don’t stop the counterfeited
fake digital US dollars before the next elections, then the combined counterinsurgency will
lose all future elections.
41
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There is no way for the counterinsurgency to ever win any election against this endless
mountain of fake US dollars that is wired in to control our elections. I documented this
enemy counterfeiting attack in the article: Funny Money overthrew the US Government. 42
Once the fake digital dollars are prevented from entering our country, then, and only then,
can the counterinsurgency win elections and keep the elections from being rigged again.
Fixing the elections must be the second-highest priority for the combined
counterinsurgency, right after stopping the flow of counterfeit fake US digital dollars.
We are in a cyberwar of election fraud and counterfeiting fake digital US dollars.
The US military’s cyber-warfare staff is incredibly undermanned and massively underfunded,
when compared to the Chinese Communist Party’s military cyber-terrorism teams. The US
military’s cyber-warfare division must be at least the size of the Chinese Communist Party’s
cyber-warfare Divisions.
When the US military cyber-warfare division stops the influx of fake digital US dollars, this
will stop the direct donations to their insurgents’ controlled politicians, judges and
government employees. This will stop the Chinese Communist Party from funding their
hundreds of Political Action Committees (PACs) with trillions of fake digital US dollars.
The US military must also cut off the fake US digital dollars that are being funneled to
insurgency’s criminal organizations, and those corporations who have chosen to back the
Chinese Communist Party’s criminal occupation. These criminal organizations, criminal
corporations, and criminal government employees, are now defined as “unlawful
combatants” under the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual,43 and may be tried for
treason, along with their assets seized.
These criminals can be tried for treason, along with their other criminal acts. If they are found
guilty, they can have all of their assets confiscated as reparations and even face the death
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penalty for treason. This is defined in the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual 44 and
in the Geneva Conventions, of which the Chinese Communist Party is a member.
If the military cuts off the supply of FAKE DIGITAL US DOLLARS, then they will cut off the
head of the snake. No country, anywhere in the world, should ever again own US
politicians, own US judges, or own any government employees.
The third priority is to prevent another insurgency. There must be a system in every state
able to hold every politician, every judge, and every government employee accountable.
Every state should pass an amendment to their state constitutions that will allow recalls for
any elected official, judge, or other government employee. This is the only way to hold all of
them accountable to the will of the people, and to prevent another occupation of God’s great
country.
The fourth priority, once we are able to hold our government servants accountable, would be
to rid ourselves of libraries of federal, state and local laws, which were written mainly by
foreign insurgents and criminals throughout the decades.
Once these four priorities are met, we can slowly begin the process of removing the
insurgency’s control of our schools, our media, our manufacturing, our farming, and our
creation of our tracked digital US dollars. We will demand compensation for all of these
terrorist attacks on our great country. We will bring all the treasonous, criminal, unlawful
combatants to justice.
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CHAPTER 5: THE FOUR WARRING FACTIONS OF ANY INSURGENCY
Our governments, within the United States, are now criminally “occupied,” and controlled by
foreign powers. This criminal action, which is designed to overthrow the governments in the
United States, is called an “insurgency.” Once the insurgents show that they are in control of
the governments within the United States, then by definition, under the Department of
Defense’s Law of War Manual,45 it’s an “occupation.” The US military is allowed to act in an
occupation to restore the original sovereign government. Those who oppose the occupation,
and want to return the temporarily removed “sovereign authority,” are called the
“counterinsurgency.”
The 80 million Trump supporters, combined with the US military, and the original sovereign
governments all work together as the “combined counterinsurgency.”
The United States Constitution, Article III, Section 3, Clause 1, defines treason against the
United States. Treason against individual States is also defined in each State’s constitution.
The United States Constitution, Article III, Section 3, Clause 1 states, “Treason against the
United States, shall consist only in levying war against them, or in adhering to their enemies,
giving them aid and comfort.” In this counterinsurgency war, the enemy is the Chinese
Communist Party’s occupiers. Anyone giving aid to the enemy, which is the Chinese
Communist Party’s occupation, is guilty of treason.
In our 2021 counterinsurgency war, there are four fighting factions. It’s important for each
faction to understand and work well with the other factions that are their allies. This is not a
war of bullets, instead it is a cyberwar, a biological war, and a counterfeiting war. This is a war
of criminal governments combining with criminal organizations, criminal corporations,
solitary criminals and simple-minded people who all want to profit from the Chinese
Communist Party’s occupation of the governments within the United States. The criminal
insurgents are a mix of both domestic and foreign criminal profiteers.

The first warring faction is the original legal “temporarily replaced, Sovereign
Authority,” which is President Trump’s administration. It was legally elected and in place.
President Trump’s original sovereign government broke no laws and fought hard to get the
45
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US Supreme Court to order recounts and fix the broken election system. This would have
prevented the entire Chinese Communist Party’s occupation of the governments within the
United States. The US Supreme Court refused to address the Chinese Communist Party’s
election fraud and occupation. Instead, in my opinion, the judges in the US Supreme Court
committed treason, by giving aid to the enemy Chinese Communist Party occupiers who had
criminally changed the votes to put in place their occupying criminals.
THE FOUR WARRING FACTIONS OF ANY INSURGENCY

THE ORIGINAL SOVEREIGN
GOVERNMENT
1. The original government after all the
unlawful combatants have been
removed.
2. The Trump administration
3. The original military under former
president Trump

THE US MILITARY
(as defined in the Department of Defense’s
Law of War Manual 46)
1. Must act accordingly and return the
original sovereign government back
to power
2. Must follow the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s
Counterinsurgency Manual 47
3. Military following the Chinese
Communist Party’s orders is treason.

46

THE INSURGENCY CONSISTS OF:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Criminal Governments.
Criminal Organizations
Criminal Corporations
Criminal Combatants
Unlawful Criminal Insurgents

THE COMBINED COUNTERINSURGENCY
(unbeatable, invulnerable)
1. 80 million civilians who had their
votes stolen by the Chinese
Communist Party
2. they are supported by the US
military
3. and are supported by the original
sovereign government
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The Chinese Communist Party (CCP), and its criminal allies, are the second warring
faction. It’s been proven that they criminally used hundreds of computers, including 19
identified supercomputers in China, to change the votes from President Trump’s temporarily
ousted sovereign government to the Chinese Communist Party’s administration of
treasonous candidates. The treasonous candidates, who readily accepted the enemy’s bribes,
were in both the Democratic Party and the Republican Party. Every one of them is
considered an “unlawful combatant” under the Department of Defense’s Law of War
Manual.48 They were each funded by the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation and voted
exactly the way the enemy Chinese Communist Party’s occupation told them to vote. In my
opinion, this is clearly treason.
Under the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual,49 the criminal occupiers must gain
control of the temporarily removed sovereign government for it to be legally considered an
enemy “occupation.” Once it is a legal occupation under military law, the US military can
then legally remove the occupation and aid in restoring the illegally removed sovereign
governments. The Chinese Communist Party had to put their criminal, unlawful combatants
into positions of power and take control of the governments, replacing the sovereign
governments. This was done with the insertion of the new criminal Chinese Communist
Party’s administration, along with replacing their state and local politicians with their
unelected insurgents.
Under the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual, 50 a “combatant” is an armed, clearly
identifiable, enemy military Personnel. When an enemy “combatant,” is captured and
arrested, they have very clearly defined legal rights as a prisoner of war. But in this Chinese
Communist Party insurgency there are no legal combatants who overthrew our government.
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Under the Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual, there is a big difference between the
rights of a “combatant,” and the rights of an unlawful combatant.51 Unlawful combatants are
treated more like a spy and can be tried for the crimes they committed. Lawful combatants
have prisoner of war rights and can not be tried for their crimes.
This is extremely important in the military tribunals. Unlawful combatants may be tried for
their treason in the military tribunals, and they may also be tried for any other crimes they
have committed. We are finding out that many of these treasonous unlawful combatants
were involved in pedophilia, and then blackmailed by the Chinese Communist Party. These
unlawful combatants can also be tried for these crimes of pedophilia and human trafficking
in the military tribunals.
This means that the temporarily ousted President Trump and his administration had to lose
the election through the Chinese Communist Party’s election fraud. Then the Chinese
Communist Party had to put their treasonous administrations in place, and gain control of
the governments, for their insurgency to be legally classified as an “occupation” under the
Department of Defense’s Law of War Manual, 52 Only when the insurgency becomes a
legally defined occupation, can the US military step in and help the combined
counterinsurgency to restore the removed sovereign governments.

The third warring faction is the US military. It has a massive number of jobs to
do. Our US military is woefully undermanned and underfunded when compared to the
Chinese Communist Party and its allies’ occupation by their insurgency army.
This war is:
★ a cyberwar consisting of counterfeiting digital dollars, election fraud, suppression of
freedom of speech, controlling the internet, psy-ops, propaganda campaign,
misinformation campaign, fake news, fear as a tool of control, surveillance, all from
Chinese Communist Party military cyber-terrorists
★ a biological war from the Wuhan weapons lab, medical tyranny, untested “vaccine”
gene therapy, mandated masks that do nothing
51
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a war to remove our right to our freedom of speech
a war to take our guns
a war to control our media and produce fake news misinformation
a war to control our education systems
a war to control our farmland and cripple our food supplies
a war to remove our God, and our churches
a war to cripple our shipping of food and supplies into the United States
a war of the Chinese Communist Party’s Cancel Culture destroying our economy
a war by funding the ANTIFA, and Black Lives Matter to cause riots
a war to cripple our sea trade routes by buying up the Panama Canal and paying with
fake digital US dollars, along with paying for free shipping of any product that was
made in China and shipped into the United States with fake digital US dollars so local
US manufacturers and producers could not compete
a war to overthrow other countries like Taiwan, to steal their military computer chip
manufacturing, which right now is the best in the world
a war to overthrow the Ukraine
a war to overthrow Israel
a war to bring in the New World Order, which is funded by the fake Chinese
Communist Party’s digital yuan and fake Chinese Communist Party digital US dollars.
a war of Hollywood perversion and predictive programming
A war of depopulation and the great reset

The US military is charged with supporting the civilian counterinsurgency through the Joint
Chiefs of Staff's Counterinsurgency Manual.53 In my opinion, the military actions in the
combined counterinsurgency war dwarfs any war in US History. First the military must ensure
the stability of all the occupied governments. Then the military must keep all the occupied
governments functioning smoothly while they restore the removed sovereign governments
back into power.
The US military is also charged with supporting the civilian counterinsurgency. The US
military needs to set up an open civilian counterinsurgency communication system. This is
where the woefully undermanned US military can receive requests for intel and
informational help from the more than 80 million US civilian counterinsurgents. The military
is charged with getting to understand the civilian counterinsurgency and getting to know the
local neighborhood civilians, and then helping the locals to stabilize and restore the original
sovereign governments.
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To support the people’s counterinsurgency, the people will need to be able to ask for
documentation and intel that was blocked by the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation.
The US military, being able to provide this censored intel, is vitally important to the success
of the civilian counterinsurgency. This intel will be needed for the civilian counterinsurgency
to have the power to fix the governments. For example, the Chinese Communist Party’s
occupation has blocked the proof that Kamala Harris isn’t a “natural born citizen” because
neither her father, nor her mother, was a US Citizen at the time of her birth.
The US military must in the end, arrest, remove, and prosecute with their military tribunals,
the unlawful combatants that committed treason and other crimes. This includes anyone
who sided with the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation. This is a military plan that dwarfs
anything in United States’ history.

The fourth warring faction is the organized 80 million supporters of the
removed sovereign government, which was led by President Trump. This 80 million is the
civilian counterinsurgency. The civilian counterinsurgency has an important role to play.
Neither the military, nor the removed sovereign government of President Trump, can fix the
broken governments. This is the task of the civilian counterinsurgency. Our government is
obviously broken when it allows enemy insurgents, paid for by the Chinese Communist
Party’s fake digital US dollars, to overthrow and to occupy our governments.
The civilian counterinsurgency’s fixing of the Chinese Communist Party’s occupied
governments is a monumental task. The Joint Chiefs of Staff’s Counterinsurgency Manual 54
states that this is such a massive task that the civilian counterinsurgency must prioritize the
things that must be done first. The manual states that if the government is not fixed, and
they remove the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation from power, then the occupation
will soon return. So the highest priority is fixing the US government to prevent the return of
another occupation by enemies who are both foreign and domestic. Another priority is
removing the Chinese Communist Party’s unlawful combatants and arresting them.
The fake digital US dollars, which were never authorized by the US Treasury, can easily be
stopped by using our 113 supercomputers. We can track every real US digital dollar, to the
penny, that was created by the real US Treasury. This is the responsibility of the combined
54
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counterinsurgency. Former president Trump, when reinstated, will need to work with the
military to make this happen. They will need our support.
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CHAPTER 6: THE WHIRLWIND OF A COMBINED COUNTERINSURGENCY
Being in the midst of an active combined counterinsurgency is akin to being in a room with
thousands of pieces of paper swirling around in a whirlwind. At first glance, it feels
overwhelming and one feels it can’t possibly be handled. But logic tells you that when you
reach out and grab just one piece of paper, then step on it, that one piece of paper is handled
permanently. Then you reach out for paper number two, grab it and step on it. In time, you
can handle every piece of paper in the room. Handling a whirlwind of tens of thousands of
pieces of paper is done by handling one piece of paper at a time.
So don’t get overwhelmed by the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation. Just pick one local
method of reversing the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation and do it. Realize that there
are 80 million of us, combined with the 5 Million US military, and guided by the original
sovereign government, all fighting the Chinese Communist Party’s occupation at once.

